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THE GOOD STUFF / HOLIDAY GIFT GUIDE

Weekend Warrior
The Stephen Curry Golf Collection from Under Armour 

features some of the hottest items in golf apparel right 
now, and these UA Charged Curry Spikeless 

shoes are on fire. Lightweight knit 
upper, Charged Cushioning 
for comfort and durability, 
and a flexible spikeless 
traction, make this the 
ultimate kick for any player.

$150    underarmour.com

Golf Travel Anyone?
If you’re traveling to play golf this 

winter, you need a reliable 
backpack for the plane. 
This Deluxe Backpack 
from Ricardo is beyond 
durable and is made from 
a weather-resistant ballistic 
polyester. It also features 
two bottle pockets, laptop 
pocket, tablet pocket, 
adjustable straps, durable 
zippers, and many more 
necessities. 
$170   
ricardobeverlyhills.com

Tee-up Some Gummies
Whether you’re an athlete looking for peak 
performance or you’re just a golfer looking for a 
solid night of sleep, these AVRA HHC Gummies 
might become part of your routine. Available in 
10 or 25 mg, these gummies reduce inflammation, 
calm your stress, and help you wake up refreshed.
$19.99-$49.99   avrahhc.com

Precision Present
Tour Edge expands on its immensely 
successful Wingman name 

with a new lineup of 
wedges. With input 

from the legend 
himself, Bernhard 

Langer, Wingman 
wedges feel great 

at impact and 
provide serious spin 

around the green. 
With three grind options 
available, these wedges have 

adjustable weighting and come 
with Dynamic Gold 115 shafts. 

$139.99   touredge.com

Beyond Bear Necessities
VICE Golf has done some great 
collaborations, and these golf 
balls, which feature the Golden 
Bear, are no exception. As far 
as performance, the VICE Pro 
is one of the highest rated golf 
balls on the market. Now, with 
a Jack Nicklaus signature and 
one golden golf ball per dozen, 
you’ve got a great stocking 
stuffer. 
$44.99   vicegolf.com

Lohla Sport
Annika Sorenstam is Lohla Sport’s global 

brand ambassador for their premium 
ladies golf-lifestyle apparel. Founded in 

2021 by Lisa O’Hurley (husband John is 
of “Seinfeld” fame), tops, bottoms, skorts, 
and outerwear feature European designs 

with L.A. flair. They’re playful, colorful, 
and classy, and transition seamlessly 

from the course to the office and social 
settings. The Very Pant and Golf Fitness 

Pant are especially popular, typifying 
“comfortable chic.” Lohla Sport is ushering 

in “Golfleisure,” akin to Lululemon’s 
“Athleisure” craze. Sizes XXS to XXL. 

MSRP $80 to $260 
accessories $30 to $40

www.lohlasport.com

Golf Nation
Recommend the treat of 
Golf Nation and you’ll 
be No. 1 in their books. 
The new, first, and 
only producer of original 
golf-lifestyle shows is 
differentiated by the 

ability for viewers to click an on-screen “buy bar” to instantly purchase items while never 
leaving the streaming experience. Episodes are five to 30 minutes each and include 
“Ambush with David Feherty” (hidden camera hijinks), “Golf Unseen” (adventures to exotic 
golf locations with cultural experience), “Tee Shots” (drink, chat, swing, and repeat with 
famous mixologist Bill Bender) and “Watch Buy Play” (hottest golf products on the planet). 
Here’s the key: it’s free to watch. Simply register at www.golfnation.com

Super Serenity
The gift of golf art is best provided by Lie + Loft. 
This “Morning Solitude” piece can be displayed 
where you start your day. A portion of each 
purchase helps the Superintendent Network 
Foundation which benefits stewards of the game 
at times of need. Available in four sizes, with or 
without frames. 
$32.99 and up   lieandloft.com

Swannies All Winter 
Long

Swannies’ Nelson 
Beanie is the perfect 
accessory for the 
brutal midwest 
winters. On the 
course or off, the 
wind is no match 
for this amazing 
knit hat.
$30
swannies.co
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